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Professor Sexy Hockey Romance
A wonderful addition to the world of Moo U hockey. USA Today bestselling author Melanie
Ting As a top draft pick from a family of hockey royalty, I'm under so much pressure that I'm
losing my edge on the ice. I need something to snap my brain out of this self-destructive stressloop. That's where Indi Briscoe from my photography class comes in. She's flirtatious and
funny one moment, sweetly shy the next. But she's cagey. She has secrets. Also? She's a
virgin. Did I mention the pressure thing? Maybe I'm crazy for starting something with her. But
we can't seem to help ourselves... Warning: this standalone novel contains heat, heart, familial
expectations, extreme milkshakes, and a hamster with deep thoughts.
The bestselling author of the Heller Brothers series stirs up a tempting cocktail of fun and
seduction as a sexy SEAL-turned-bartender treats a buttoned-up scientist to a wild weekend . .
. and a change of heart. Former Navy SEAL Beck Whitcomb left a world of privilege to prove
he could make his own way. Money, mansions, expensive cars—none of it could heal the loss
of his older brother, or buy his parents’ love. Now, after using his trust fund to open the
Conquistadors tequila bar with his brothers-in-arms, Beck has it all: good friends, fine liquor,
and hot hookups. When it comes to women, commitment’s not his thing—until he gets a taste
of the pretty professor who walks into his bar . . . and winds up in his bed. Hayden Miles knows
all too well that emotional decisions can lead to heartbreak, and nothing screams “bad
decision” like a playboy bartender with inked biceps and a wicked smile. Still, their chemistry is
off-the-charts explosive—and Hayden knows her chemistry. For once, this good girl longs to let
loose. But is she willing to risk the pain to quench her thirst? With the promise of more on the
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table, Hayden’s eager to believe . . . before she misses her shot. Kelly Jamieson’s USA
Today bestselling Aces Hockey series can be read together or separately: MAJOR
MISCONDUCT OFF LIMITS ICING TOP SHELF BACK CHECK SLAP SHOT PLAYING HURT
BIG STICK Don’t miss any of Kelly’s alluring reads: The Bayard Hockey series: SHUT OUT |
CROSS CHECK The Last Shot series: BODY SHOT | HOT SHOT | LONG SHOT The
standalone novel: DANCING IN THE RAIN Praise for Body Shot “Body Shot has a heartfelt
and intriguing hero with a great storyline and steamy, page-turning scenes.”—New York Times
bestselling author S. L. Scott “Kelly Jamieson is an auto-buy for me. A sexy, sultry, pageturning read.”—New York Times bestselling author Carly Phillips “Body Shot is the perfect
contemporary romance—snappy, seriously sexy, and surprisingly sweet. Jamieson’s heroes
are the hottest in the genre.”—USA Today bestselling author Lauren Layne “This book sizzles
on every page, definitely the hottest book I’ve read all year!”—Christi Barth, author of Risking It
All “Body Shot should appeal to fans who like some spicy sensuality and sizzle in their
contemporary romance.”—Babbling About Books, and More! Includes an excerpt from another
Loveswept title.
Previously published; newly refreshed by the authors He’s hot for teacher NHL star Tristan
Holt may be at the top of his game, but he’s already thinking one play ahead. Hitting the books
in the off-season means he’ll have a business degree to fall back on when it’s time to hang up
his hockey skates. But his straightforward plan is complicated by his undeniable attraction to
his sexy sociology professor, Sebastian Cruz. Impressed by Tristan’s brain as well as his
brawn, Sebastian can’t help lusting after the gorgeous jock. With tenure on the line, Sebastian
won’t break the rules by becoming involved with one of his students—at least, not until the end
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of term. Once final grades are posted, though, their naughty mutual fantasies can become
reality. Tristan’s not sure he’s up for being the poster boy for openly gay hockey players, but
Sebastian’s never been the type of man to keep his sexuality—or his relationships—in the
closet. For Tristan, being with Sebastian might mean risking more than just his heart. One-click
with confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance
you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! This book is approximately 71,000 words
Head of the class... Garrett Daniels has this whole life thing figured out. The cocky, charismatic
former high school star quarterback is an idolized football coach and "cool" teacher in the
hometown where he's not just a golden boy — he's platinum. He has good friends, a great
house on the lake, and the best damn sidekick a man could ask for: Snoopy, the albino beagle.
Then...Callie Carpenter comes home. And knocks him right on his tight end zone. Back to
school... Callie has a pretty sweet life herself...on the other side of the country. But
circumstances — that she'd prefer to never speak of again — have brought her back home,
helping out her parents and substitute teaching at her old high school. Now she's facing
bickering, raging hormones, constant gossip, awkward weirdness, and drama galore...and
that's just the teachers. Just like old times... When Garrett offers to show his former high
school sweetheart the secrets of his winning teacher ways, Callie jumps at the chance - and
then has to stop herself from jumping him. Good friends are all they can ever be. Or...these
teachers just might end up getting schooled — by love.
I hate my new roommate. And I want to do dirty, delicious things to her in that swing she
installed that we both know has nothing to do with aerial yoga. Neither of which is good,
considering Diana Daniels is my NHL team captain’s little sister, and he will break my face if
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I’m not a perfect gentleman. I try to be. Really, I do. But when Diana runs screaming down the
hall wearing nothing but a damp washcloth, all my gentlemanly intentions go out the window.
She’s got all sorts of Jedi mind tricks to make a man obsessed with getting her into bed, and
I’m not gonna lie—I fall for every single one of them. Especially the one where she warns me
not to fall for her. *** Everyone knows that banging your new roomie is a bad idea. And if it
wasn’t for his sister’s stupid pet pig, Wanda, chasing me out of the bathroom mid-shower,
Tanner Nowicki and I might still be able to pretend we hate each other. But that pig totally has
it out for me, and before I can warn Tanner that I don’t do relationships—or hockey players or
my brother’s friends, for that matter—he’s doing me. Against the wall. And in his bed. And in
my bed. And on a pinball machine where we get an all time high score. And it’s so incredible
that I start to forget that I’m the unluckiest woman alive when it comes to relationships. And
pigs. And aerial yoga. And worst of all, love. But hey, it’s not like I didn’t warn him…
I needed a role model for my son. A big brother to mentor him. What I didn’t need was a
rebellious hockey player famous for his on and off rink fights. I should have said no. Should
have vetoed the idea the second I heard it. But I didn’t. Why, you ask. Two words. Liam.
Dalton. God’s gift to the universe, not to mention the needy spot between my legs. I didn’t
want to like him. I didn’t want his name on my lips. But the second I heard mine on his, I
couldn’t help but wonder if my son’s big brother… …could be my big daddy.
Previously published as My Two Stud Stand by Larissa Lyons. Because sometimes, a girl just
really needs a good, hard puck... When a professional hockey player—Russian by birth, sexy by
the grace of God—propositions me during my first and only foray into liberated sex with a
stranger, I allow myself to be seduced with heavily accented words and devastating kisses,
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right up to Rurik’s hotel room. Where his focused attentions quickly melt my natural inhibitions.
But then his roommate emerges fresh from the shower. Hold up—two men? I might have
considered celebrating with one, but both? Confronted with the prospect of a two-stud stand,
enraptured by Rurik’s kisses and Jeff’s speculative glower, I wage a debate with my
protesting conscience. At stake? The night of my life. The prize? More orgasms than I know
what to do with. 12,000 words • M/F/M ménage • Sex with Strangers

Hard body? Check. Awesome-night-in-the-sack potential? Check! Hayden
Houston is breaking out of her good-girl mode. It's time for a one-night stand—and
she's found just the man for the job! She spent her childhood being dragged from
rink to rink by her hockey-coach father. Now Hayden craves stability. And she's
determined to get it—after this one night.… When hockey star Brody Croft sees the
sexy brunette at the bar, he's riveted. He's ready to shed his bad-boy ways and
settle down. And after a mind-blowing night in bed with Hayden, he knows she's
the one. Now all he has to do is convince her….
Every year, NHL superstar Declan Bradbury comes home for Christmas. But
he’s more than a hockey player to me. He’s my best friend. The man I’m in love
with—the man I can’t have. Problem is, it rips my heart out every time he leaves. I
need to put some distance between us, find a way to move on and protect my
heart. I plan to do just that, until he begins showing up at every turn, and every
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single person in Holiday Peak starts acting strange. I had no idea what Declan
was up to behind the scenes, or that the town was conspiring with him. When I
found out, there was one thing I did know. My life would never be the same
again.
Bree Marks is my best friend... My secret crush… And—wait for it—cursed with a
deadly allergy to erecto-plasm. As in she’ll seriously swell up and die if seminal
fluid even touches her. Which means finding the perfect guy to punch her V card
is literally a matter of life and death. She wants a no-strings summer fling, but she
needs someone she can trust. A puck buddy who isn’t going to get overly
emotional. Someone who’s as savvy in the sack as he is on the ice. That’s
where I come in. It’s a simple request, really—and one I would be happy to honor.
If it weren’t for the whole life-and-death thing. If I hadn’t just been traded to a
team thousands of miles away from this girl who makes me think not all
relationships are a losing game. If I wasn’t already crazy in love with her. This
arrangement is a disaster waiting to happen, but the heart wants what it wants,
and mine wants Bree, danger and all. PUCK BUDDIES is a sexy, standalone
romantic comedy from USA Today bestseller Lili Valente.
DEFINITELY, MAYBE...OR LOVE, ACTUALLY? English professor Bonnie Blythe
expects her life to play out like her favorite novels, especially now that her longPage 6/27
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term boyfriend has finally proposed. So when a shocking discovery leads Bonnie
to end her engagement, she decides to close the book on love. But the plot
thickens when a brand-new character enters the scene—and quickens Bonnie's
heart. With his brilliant blue eyes, sexy accent, and irresistible charm, Theo
Wharton is like a romantic hero straight out of a Jane Austen novel. When fate
places Bonnie in England for a summer—conveniently close to Theo—she realizes
a hot friends-with-benefits fling is exactly what she needs to start a fresh chapter.
Just as Bonnie begins to believe she's falling in love, an eye-opening revelation
into Theo's life makes Bonnie feel like she's wandered into one of her favorite
books. Will Bonnie have the courage to risk her heart and turn the page with the
dashing Brit to find her true happy ending after all?
One is nice. One is smooth. One is gruff. And they're all starving.What would you
do if you found yourself desperate and alone, out in the wilderness, with no one
to turn to but three large and extremely hot football players? Well, that's my
situation. And here's the story of how I handled three very hungry
Bears.READER WARNING: The QUARANTALES series starts off steamy and
gets hotter with each read before its sweet finale. This is the blazing Quarantale.
Please do not one-click without the proper...ahem...support for any feelings that
might arise upon reading this crazy hot story.Also please note, this is not a shifter
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romance. It is an extremely hot contemporary romance, featuring three football
player leads.Also, make sure to check out all of the stories in this ultra-modern,
special quarantine take on some of your favorite fairytales: CYNDA AND THE
CITY DOCTORBILLIE AND THE RUSSIAN BEASTGOLDIE AND THE THREE
BEARSREINA AND THE HEAVY METAL PRIN
BOX SET INCLUDES: Anatoli Zakk Toli & Tessa Rob (only previously published
in an anthology!) Anatoli Anatoli “Toli” Petrov is at the height of his career—and
unexpectedly single--after earning a spot on a new NHL expansion team in Las
Vegas. But navigating the dating world is a totally foreign experience for the sexy
Russian hockey player. Tessa Barber is also suddenly single after her husband
blindsides her with divorce papers. A spur-of-the moment trip to Las Vegas is just
the thing she needs to take her mind off her troubles. When an awkward
encounter in a bar leads Toli and Tessa into a week of genuine passion, things
become more complicated than they ever imagined. Keeping score has never
been such a dangerous game! Zakk Zakk Cloutier is young, hot, and likes the
ladies that are drawn to his bad boy image. The problem is that none of them
make his heart race the way the tall, redheaded widow of his late coach does.
She’s the one woman he’d consider settling down for. Tiffany Marcus feels like
her life is crumbling around her. A widow with two young children, she wants to
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find some semblance of sanity again. Focusing on her three-year old twins
leaves little time or energy to deal with the aching loneliness after her husband’s
sudden death. So she’s shocked when she starts to feel alive again–thanks to
the helping hand and broad shoulder of one of the Las Vegas Sidewinders.
Skating on thin ice takes on new meaning when the past catches up to them.
With more than just love on the line, Zakk has to make an impossible choice:
Step in and be the man Tiff needs him to be, or let her go to save himself. Toli &
Tessa After a whirlwind romance, Las Vegas Sidewinders forward Anatoli Petrov
is about to make Tessa Barber his wife… or is he? When someone with an axe to
grind shows up and wreaks havoc on their special day, events unfold that make
the love of his life wonder if he’s the man she thought he was. From the bright
lights of Las Vegas to the cold streets of Moscow, Toli and Tessa become
embroiled in a complex and terrifying web of deceit. Tessa isn't sure who to trust
- including the man she loves. Toli doesn’t know what’s going on with Tessa,
but before he can fix things with her, he has to figure out how to keep the
situation in Russia under control. Will they be able to figure out the truth or is it a
game misconduct for them both? Rob Mackenzie Riser is one of the top plastic
surgeons in the U.S. and has a wonderful, fulfilling career in Chicago. As she
counts down to her 50th birthday, she realizes she needs more than work to
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satisfy her. 37-year-old Rob Rousseau is devastated with the news his 16-yearold daughter has breast cancer. As he struggles to help her come to terms with
losing her breasts, the new plastic surgeon is the first woman since his divorce to
make his heart beat a little faster. As Rob and Mack navigate unfamiliar territory,
there's one little thing that might come between them--something they never
expected. Do people ever really get second chances?
Hot for the ProfessorTotally Entwined Group (USA+CAD)
Revised and Edited Third Edition He trusts his gut, she trusts her numbers, and neither trusts
the other, as a billionaire's mission to bring hockey to Seattle clashes with his passion for the
woman who holds his heart. Ethan Parker, a billionaire determined to bring professional
hockey to Seattle, will stop at nothing to realize his dream. After putting down a hefty deposit
on another city's team, the sale is stalled as the parties involved evaluate their options. In the
meantime, Ethan’s investors insist he go undercover during the playoffs to get the inside
scoop. Lauren Schneider, assistant director of player personnel, gets no respect from the
team's testosterone-loaded staff. When Ethan bursts onto the scene, full of charm and
genuinely interested in her opinions, she shares the team's weaknesses and discovers a
weakness of her own—for Ethan. But when his true identity is revealed, and he starts cleaning
house based on her input, his betrayal cuts deeply on both a professional and personal level.
Bound by an employment contract, Lauren reluctantly moves to Seattle to work for the newly
christened Seattle Sockeyes and her sexy, infuriating boss. Lauren and Ethan must come to
terms with their passions—for the team, for hockey, and for each other. Will their situation build
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a frozen wall between them, or will their love burn hot enough to melt the ice shielding their
hearts?
Love comes in all sizes... Las Vegas Sidewinders goalie Karl Martennson is 6’4” of Swedish
hockey-playing deliciousness who craves something more than a different girl every night.
When the best friend of his buddy’s wife catches his eye, he’s instantly interested. After one
conversation, he's hooked. PR whiz Kate Lansing is looking for fun, but what she finds is a
hockey hottie who won’t let her go. As someone who’s spent her whole life struggling to
accept herself, it feels too good to be true. He’s gorgeous both inside and out and what she
can’t figure out is—why her? Their one-night-stand has the potential to be more, but with Karl’s
crazy ex and Kate’s trust issues, they may find their relationship permanently benched before
they have a chance to go the distance. This book contains sexual situations and strong
language not suitable for younger audiences.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR In this poignant and deeply
sensual new contemporary romance—perfect for readers of Susan Elizabeth Phillips and
Rachel Gibson—Molly O’Keefe proves that lost loves don’t have to stay lost forever. Dallas TV
morning show host Madelyn Cornish is poised, perfect, and unflappable, from her glossy smile
to her sleek professionalism. No one knows that her iron will guards a shattered heart and
memories of a man she’s determined to lock out. Until that man shows up at a morning
meeting like a bad dream: Billy Wilkins, sexy hockey superstar in a tailspin—still skating, still
fighting, and still her ex-husband. Now the producers want this poster child for bad behavior to
undergo an on-air makeover, and Billy, who has nothing to lose, agrees to the project. It’s his
only chance to get near Maddy again, and to fight for the right things this time around. He
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believes in the fire in Maddy’s whiskey eyes and the passion that ignites the air between them.
This bad-boy heartbreaker wants a last shot to be redeemed by the only thing that matters:
Maddy’s love. “Irresistible and satisfying . . . addictive and sexy romance at its best.”—New
York Times bestselling author Susan Mallery “Molly O’Keefe is a unique, not-to-be-missed
voice in romantic fiction.”—New York Times bestselling author Susan Andersen
Brendan Daniels is the sexiest man alive. The captain of the Badger’s NHL team is also
clever, kind, funny, and was my good friend…until we cruised out of the friend zone one
weekend with a red-hot fling. Come Monday morning, I wanted to keep riding the Big O train to
happy town, but Brendan wanted someone who was “stepmom” material. A.K.A, not me,
apparently. The problem? I’m crazy in love with him and his daughter. So when he asks me to
be his pretend girlfriend for a long weekend with his former in-laws, I say yes. *** Laura Collins
is the last woman I should be thinking about taking in the back seat of my car, in the woods
behind my in-laws’ house, or in a hotel room where we’re sharing one very small, very
squeaky bed. I need a steady influence for my daughter, not a fling with this too young, too
impulsive red head. So what if she’s beautiful and intense and passionate and has the biggest
heart I’ve ever known? I don’t want to fall in love. I really don’t. But when it comes to Laura?
Hell, maybe I’m just not cut out for faking it. Keywords: hockey romance, single dad romance,
lessons in seduction, new adult, new adult romance, sports romance, sports, friends to lovers,
enemies to lovers, opposites attract romance, opposites attract, workplace, humor, comedy,
romance, contemporary, alpha male, love, career, bad boy, family, fiction, forbidden, forbidden
romance, romantic comedy, roommates, roomie, roomies, best friends to lovers romance,
contemporary romance, best friends in romance, brothers, athletes, rom com, hilarious,
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romance series, romance books, beach reads, funny, stories, sensual, sensual romance, hot
guy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, kissing books, romance series, long series, long
romance series, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, holiday romance, Thanksgiving, sports
romance, Lili Valente, L. Valente.
He's a Special Forces veteran making his pro hockey debut. She's a dogged sports reporter
determined to get a scoop. She's also his best friend's widow . . . Fans can't get enough of Levi
Hunt, the military veteran who put his NHL career on hold to serve his country and fight the
bad guys. So when his new Chicago Rebels bosses tell him to cooperate with the press on a
profile, he's ready to do his duty. Until he finds out who he has to work with: flame-haired,
freckle-splashed, impossibly perky Jordan Cooke. The woman he should not have kissed the
night she buried her husband, Levi's best friend in the service. Hockey-stick-up-his-butt-serious
Levi Hunt might despise Jordan for reasons she can't fathom--okay, it's to do with kissing--but
her future in the cutthroat world of sports reporting hangs on delivering the goods on the
league's hottest, grumpiest rookie. So what if he's not interested in having his life plated up for
public consumption. Too bad. Jordan will have to play dirty to get her scoop and even dirtier to
get her man. Only in winning the story, she might just lose her heart ... In this standalone free
romance set in the Chicago Rebels world, a new generation of players take to the ice and learn
that all's fair in love and hockey. Free romance, contemporary romance, new adult, free new
adult romance, free sports romance, hockey romance, free hockey romance, standalone
romance, free romance series starter, freebie
Originally released as part of the Campus Cravings bundle in 2014, now available as a standalone novella complete with BRAND-NEW 4,000+ word, 11-page short story. Hockey jock and
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English Lit major Brendan knows he’s gay, but hasn’t come out to anyone, fearing a possible
backlash. Then he’s tapped to be a TA for a hot professor and feels an immediate connection.
Now he must decide how much he’s willing to risk to score the ultimate goal.
I didn’t want to ask him for a favor. He was the cockiest hockey player I knew. And my
brother’s best friend. But I needed to learn about the game, and he was down with a
concussion. I didn’t realize he had an agenda of his own. One that involved showing me his office plays. I should have said no. Should have kept things in the central zone. But one sweet
taste was a game changer, and the only words on my lips were yes. Until a lifetime of secrets
spilled out… All books in the Players on Ice series can be read as standalones: The Playmaker
The Stick Handler The Body Checker The Hard Hitter The Risk Taker The Wingman The Puck
Charmer The Trouble Maker The Rule Breaker

I've sworn off hockey players. Until the pregnancy test turns pink.Noah Scotch is
revered in Boston, a veritable god on the ice. I'm a nerdy, newly minted college
professor who would rather color code my planner than hit the club scene. Noah
shouldn't look at me twice but when he does, I falter. Who can blame me? The
sweet talker with the deliciously chiseled abs and sinful chocolate eyes is a force.
On and off the ice. One hot and intense night with Noah has me second guessing
my lack of a dating life. Friends with benefits? He offers, I dive in headfirst.
Growing up in a hockey family, I know better than to get serious with a player.
But the more time I spend getting to know Noah, the more my intention to keep
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things casual rings false. Now, I've got a hopeful heart and a baby on the way. I
just need to tell Noah. But when I do, will I end up with everything I never knew I
wanted? Or on my own?
The NHL's biggest bad boy is about to fall for the virgin next door… I am the
world’s biggest dating failure. We’re talking my last date went home with our
waitress kind of failure. But I have an ace in the back pocket of my mom
jeans—my sexy-as-sin best friend, NHL superstar forward, Justin Cruise. Justin
owes me favors dating back to seventh grade, long before he became a hotshot
with a world famous…stick. So in return for my undying platonic loyalty, all I want
is an easy-peasy crash course on how to be a sex goddess. How hard can it be?
*** I have never been so hard in my life. The things I want to do to my sweet,
kindergarten-teaching, mitten-crocheting best friend Libby Collins are ten
different kinds of wrong. Maybe twenty. But I’m a firm believer in teaching by
example, and by the end of our first lesson, we’ve graduated to a hands on
approach to her sexual education: my hands all over her, her hands all over me,
and her hot mouth melting beneath mine as I prove to her there isn’t a damned
thing wrong with the way she kisses. Give me a month, and I’ll transform Libby
from wall flower to wall banger, and ensure she’s confident enough to seduce
any guy she wants. Problem is… the only guy I want her seducing is me. Hot as
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Puck is a sexy, flirty, friends-to-lovers Standalone romantic comedy from USA
Today Bestseller Lili Valente. Keywords: hockey romance, virgin romance,
lessons in seduction, new adult, new adult romance, sports romance, sports,
friends to lovers, opposites attract romance, opposites attract, workplace, humor,
comedy, romance, contemporary, alpha male, love, career, bad boy, family,
fiction, forbidden, forbidden romance, romantic comedy, roommates, roomie,
roomies, best friends to lovers romance, contemporary romance, best friends in
romance, brothers, athletes, rom com, hilarious, romance series, romance books,
beach reads, funny, stories, sensual, sensual romance, hot guy, sexy,
heartwarming, heart-warming, kissing books, romance series, long series, long
romance series, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, sports romance, Lili Valente, L.
Valente.
Ozzie's the college hockey star every guy wishes they could be. The one every
girl wants a piece of. Every girl except me. The only thing I want from him is
enough details to write an article for my college paper. But he hates reporters
almost as much as I hate jocks. For a girl who was once a high school loser, I
didn’t expect him to make me feel special, like I’m the most beautiful girl in the
world, so I lie to him about who I am. When I finally decide to tell him the truth,
it’s too late. My lie threatens to expose his darkest secrets. And it definitely might
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break my heart. Keywords: hockey, new adult, contemporary, college, coming of
age, small town, second chances, bad boy
This short story was originally published in 2012. Minor edits have been made to
include it in the Game On in Seattle Series. Four years ago on Christmas Eve,
NHL hockey player Blake Daniels lost his entire family in a float plane crash.
Every Christmas Eve he mourns his losses by returning to the family vacation
home in Sunset Harbor, Washington, his family's destination that fateful night.
Only this year he's also mourning the loss of his hockey career and wondering
what's left to live for. When he finds a kitten starving and half frozen in a foot of
snow, he rushes the tiny thing to the local animal hospital. Still reeling from the
unexpected loss of her father on Christmas Eve two years ago, Dr. Sarah
Whitney opens the door to her clinic and finds a rough and tough professional
athlete holding a minuscule kitten in his big hands. Only a miracle can save the
frozen creature and only a miracle can heal the devastating losses suffered by
both Sarah and Blake. But Christmas is the time for healing and miracles if only
you believe and give love a chance.
Meet the men of the Minnesota Glaciers! In this scorching-hot spin-off of Lynda
Aicher's bestselling Wicked Play series, a one-night stand turns into weeks of
erotic experimentation…and eventually so much more. One night, one time,
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nothing more. That's all it was supposed to be. They'd agreed their first night
together would be their only night together—and Minnesota Glaciers defenseman
Dylan Rylie was fine with that. Giant hickeys and claw marks on his ass had
never been his style, even if the very memory of Samantha Yates's merciless
sexual energy gets him hard within seconds. He needs to focus on getting a
better contract, not mind-blowing orgasms. One night, one time, nothing more.
Fresh off representing the US at the Games and with nowhere else to play,
Samantha gave in to one night of frantic passion with the Glaciers' brawny
hotshot. She couldn't get hurt—not if she controlled the outcome. And she planned
to leave Minnesota soon, anyway. She didn't expect to be recruited to coach
Dylan after they'd gotten down and dirty. When brutal on-ice workouts lead to
kinky locker room sessions and "one night" falls by the wayside, Samantha
insists on keeping things casual, despite Dylan's quiet hope for more. But when
Dylan goes down—hard—and his career is in jeopardy, Samantha is the first one
by his side. What will it take to keep her there after he's healed? Book one of
Power Play 95,000 words
His agent is his biggest weakness... After another puck bunny scandal sends me
to Philadelphia, my new agent wants me to clean up my act. She says I party
harder than I play. And she's right. So, she offers to help me get my life and
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career back on track, but I have to move in with her. I thought I could make it
through one week without wanting my agent. But I was wrong. Our living
arrangement tests her rule about dating clients, making it impossible to stay away
from each other. But with my past, keeping my distance is the only thing that can
save her from becoming my next scandal.
Victor.No last name. Totally mysterious. He doesn't talk. He's insanely hot. And
now...I'm supposed to be spending every Thursday with him When my dad asked
me to tutor the son of an important business associate, I thought I was agreeing
to teach a little kid.Victor's definitely not a kid. In fact, it's hard to believe we're
even the same age. He's way more powerful than any boy I've ever met.Also,
way more intense. He stares at me in this weird way. It almost feels like
obsession.But there's no way he could be attracted to me like I'm attracted to
him. I'm just an overweight nerd with secret dreams I've never dared to tell
anyone.Until him.I tell him all of my secrets.But will I be able to handle it when I
find out all of his?
A one night stand that’s as hot as H E double hockey sticks. That’s all either of
them want. Pro hockey player Jase Heller isn't ready for serious. After getting out
of a relationship, jumping into a new one is the last thing on his mind. But one
night? Yeah. He's more than ready to raise his stick for that... Remi Buchanan is
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free of all her responsibilities for the first time in her life. She’s ready to blow off
some steam and live a little...even if only this once. And she can't think of a
crazier thing to do than a one-night stand with a man who has a smile that makes
her want to lose her panties. But when one night turns into more, they may not
like what they find. When Remi finds out Jase is a pro athlete with paparazzi and
puck bunnies stalking him, she knows she doesn’t fit in his world. She's just a
schoolteacher, after all. And teachers? Ugh. Jase has painful memories of the
torture his teachers inflicted on him. They definitely fit together between the
sheets, but when love checks them against the boards, can they work in the real
world?
A hot as sin single dad who lives for his son and playing his heart out on the ice.
His best friend who's loved him quietly for as long as she could remember.Add
the memories they share from growing up in foster care, a few secrets, and a
stolen kiss; and you have a recipe for chaos.What do you do when everything
you thought you knew is thrown into question?KarinaLachlan has been the one
constant in my life for years. And I've constantly tried to ignore the tight feeling in
my chest when I see him with his son, or the lust that rolls through me when he
insists on walking around showcasing the tight abs that riddle his abdomen. Why
does he have to be so damned arrogant and lovable?I thought my life was stable
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and that nothing could surprise me anymore. I can't believe how wrong I was.
Something Deep contains a lovable cast of characters, a generous heaping of
spice and a dash of sweet; the second standalone centering around Atlanta's
new hockey team and the fun that comes with them. This is a best friends to
lovers love story that you don't want to miss!
I’ve sworn off hockey players. Until the pregnancy test turns pink. Noah Scotch
is revered in Boston, a veritable god on the ice. I’m a nerdy, newly minted
college professor who would rather color code my planner than hit the club
scene. Noah shouldn’t look at me twice but when he does, I falter. Who can
blame me? The sweet talker with the deliciously chiseled abs and sinful
chocolate eyes is a force. On and off the ice. One hot and intense night with
Noah has me second guessing my lack of a dating life. Friends with benefits? He
offers, I dive in headfirst. Growing up in a hockey family, I know better than to get
serious with a player. But the more time I spend getting to know Noah, the more
my intention to keep things casual rings false. Now, I’ve got a hopeful heart and
a baby on the way. I just need to tell Noah. But when I do, will I end up with
everything I never knew I wanted? Or on my own?
New York Times & USA Today Bestselling Author Clarissa Wild brings you Bad
Teacher, a standalone Contemporary Romance. My name is Thomas and I’m
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always hard. No really, that’s my last name. Thomas Hard, the pleasure is all
mine … literally. I can’t help it that my name suits me well. You know what else
suits me well? That girl sitting across the bar, with her lips right where I tell them
to be. I want her, and when I want something, it’s gonna be mine. One night. No
names. No phone numbers. Just me, her, and pure pleasure. Except, that one
girl turns out to be the biggest mistake of my life. Why? Because I broke my
cardinal rule … Never bang a student. * Author’s note: Don’t like reckless
decisions & unbridled screwing? Don’t love girls that are obsessed with ice
cream, rainbows, and unicorns? Don’t enjoy a bit of corny humor sprinkled on
top? Then this book is not for you. And last but not least, if you hate cats with
giant jewels … Don’t even bother.*
An amazing opportunity to own all 5 Heller Brothers Hockey romances In One
Limited Edition Digital Boxed Set. These brothers play the game…but the women
know the score… “Whether you are a fan of sports themed romance fan or not, I
guarantee (Offside) will satisfy you. It really has the perfect balance of sports and
love. Add in some humor, some spicy hot sex, family drama, and hockey team
snark, and you are treated to the perfect combination.” Guilty Pleasures Book
Reviews Included in this collection are: Breakaway (Jase) It’s all fun and games
until someone falls in love… Schoolteacher Remi just saw the last of the younger
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siblings she raised leave the nest. She’s had enough responsibility. Pro hockey
player Jase just broke up with his girlfriend because she got too serious. He’s
not ready for responsibility. They’re both ready for one hot night of fun. When
they next see each other, though, it’s not fun and games. When Jase finds out
Remi’s a school teacher, he wants nothing to do with her—teachers are bossy
know-it-alls who make him feel like a speck of dirt on the ice. And when Remi
finds out Jace is a pro athlete with paparazzi and puck bunnies stalking him, she
knows she doesn’t fit in his world. Stuck spending time together in Remi’s class,
though, one hot night turns into more... Jase is a big kid who plays a game for a
living. But when his past comes back to haunt him, will he sacrifice love for
responsibility, obligation and duty? Faceoff (Tag) Being one of the boys isn’t as
much fun as being all girl… Kyla MacIntosh is still trying to be “one of the boys”.
Growing up with two brothers and their neighbors, the four hockey playing Heller
brothers, she always wanted to be one of them. Now she’s trying to make
partner at her old boys’ school law firm and burning herself out doing it. She
doesn’t have time for a two-family reunion at the lake, but guilt makes her go.
Pro hockey player Tag Heller is back in his home city of Winnipeg after a crappy
season that culminated in the team being sold and moved from Phoenix to
Winnipeg. As the “home town hero”, the team is putting pressure on him to
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promote them and make this a positive move for the other players, the fans, the
entire National Hockey League. A break for a week at the lake sounds like
heaven. Growing up together, Kyla was always like a little sister to Tag, until one
summer when things changed from sibling teasing to sexual tension. Now, Tag’s
a little cynical about women and Kyla has no patience for men who can’t handle
her workaholic lifestyle. Why not explore the attraction that’s still there between
them and have a hot summer week at the lake? One Man Advantage (Logan)
There’s a big difference between giving up and letting go… After her ex trashes
her reputation in front of the media and it quickly goes viral, Nicole Lambert vows
she'll never get involved with another hockey player. Too bad her job with the
Minneapolis Caribou puts her in contact with sexy hockey players on a daily
basis, including the newly traded center, Logan Heller. Logan Heller was pretty
happy with his life in California and this trade to the Minneapolis Caribou has
turned his life upside down and shaken his confidence. He’s always has this a
deep down fear he’ll never live up to his older brothers—their star hockey careers
and now with girlfriends and family on the way. When Logan meets Nicole,
there’s immediate attraction between them, although that might have something
to do with the fact that he’s standing there completely naked. He’s pretty sure
she’s the perfect woman for him and he’s determined to have her. Nicole is
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equally determined to never date another hockey player. But Logan has a one
man advantage...he knows what she really wants. Hat Trick The Hellers are
home for the holidays The Heller brothers are all heading home for the holidays
in their short break in the hockey season. It should be a great family reunion
since three of the four brothers are bringing their new girlfriends. But Jase and
Remi just got the results of an important DNA test, and neither of them is in a
mood to celebrate. Tag and Kyla also just got some surprising news that has
them at odds, and Nicole’s nervous about meeting the whole family when she
and Logan have been together such a short time. Instead of peace and joy, this
holiday is full of angst, worry and tension...is love really enough to overcome all
obstacles? Offside (Matt) Never let the fear of losing stop you from playing the
game… Honey Holbrook is trying hard to leave her past behind her and make a
new life for herself. A former spoiled, rich, wild child, her attention-grabbing antics
were tabloid fodder for years. Now she has a new job, a new home, and is
staying out of the limelight. But the first day of the new job doesn’t go like she
expects when her boss and coworkers make it clear she’s not wanted there, and
the first project she has to work on is with pro hockey player Matt Heller. Matt and
Honey had a wild and wicked fling eight years ago when he was attending
summer development camp for the California Condors – the NHL team Honey’s
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dad owns. But the relationship ended when they argued over the loser friends
Honey hung around with and Matt had to return to college hockey. Before he left,
Matt talked to Honey’s dad about Honey’s exploits. She felt betrayed and
rejected, and threw herself even harder into her partying lifestyle while Matt tried
to carve out a career for himself in the NHL. Now Matt’s back with the Condors
but recovering from a serious injury that has changed his whole outlook on life.
He’s not impressed to be working with Honey Holbrook, although her cleaned up
image arouses his curiosity. And arouses something else...
When Weston Hatfield rides back into town like he owns it, I don’t want anything
to do with him. I definitely don’t want to take the mean boy from my youth out on
my tour boat. Or laugh with him as we watch the whales play in the Bay. Know
what else I don’t want to do? Fall for him. He’s an NHL superstar…I’m a girl who
knows her way around a lobster boat. Can you say opposites? But I like who I
am, and you know what? I’m beginning to think he likes me for who I am, too.
Until he does the one thing that proves otherwise…the one thing I’m not sure I
can come back from.
When Avery's down and out, her embarrassing past with Logan forces her into
an educational—and very sexy—future. Years ago, Avery's neighbor Logan
proposed to her on his eighteenth birthday. She'd always known the genius next
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door was different. After all, he'd become a professor in his teens. But that day,
for the first time, she'd actually seen him as a man and it had disturbed her, so
much so that she'd avoided Logan for years afterward. Now Avery's broken up
with her employer and live-in boyfriend and she's out of a job and out on the
street. As a last resort, she reaches out to Logan's mother. Big mistake. Logan
gets involved and suddenly Avery is facing all the accumulated history between
them. Logan is trying to help her get back on her feet, but Avery suspects he has
an ulterior motive. When it comes out that he's still suffering from that old
teenage obsession with her, she severs the relationship, no matter how much it
hurts in the process. After all, the two of them couldn't possibly work out, could
they?
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